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1. Abstract 

 

This paper addresses the upcoming requirement of welding inspection on the internal weld profiles of 

pipeline and manifold structures in oil and gas equipment industry. Pipeline and manifold structures are 

subject to high pressure subsea/deep sea environment. Inspecting critical welded joints are essential to 

ensure safety. However, the limited access and complex internal geometry are making it difficult to carry 

out inspection with existing metrological tools. 

 

3D Phase Shifted Measurement (3DPM), the latest developments in industrial video endoscopy 

technology have enabled three-dimensional surface scanning of equipment internal spaces.  The optical 

metrology technique has been adapted to the size restrictions of a six millimeter diameter videoprobe, 

to allow the 3D visualisation and measurement to be transferred to Remote Visual Inspection (RVI). 

With this capability, videoprobe can be used as a metrological tool for internal welding profile 

measurement.  

 

 

2. Introduction 

 

Welding is an essential manufacturing process particular for oil and gas equipment such as pipeline, drill 

pipe, well head and other manifold structures. With oil and gas exploration moving to subsea and even 

deep sea, the quality and reliability of weld are critical for the operation, safety and environment.   

 

Non Destructive Testing (NDT) methods like Ultrasonic Testing (UT), Radiography Testing (RT), Eddy 

Current Testing (ET), and Penetrant Testing (PT) have been used extensively for welding inspection to 

identify cracking, porosity, incomplete penetration, misalignment, inclusions, lack of fusion and other 

welding defects. However, most of the testing are performed on the external surface of the weld. With 

UT and RT, indirectly, we could interpret the UT signals or RT images to have a limited understanding of 

the internal surface condition of weld such as penetration, undercut or concavity. Below is a List of weld 

features and specification typically required to be evaluated and measured: 

 

• Root penetration shall not exceed 3 mm. 

• Root concavity shall not exceed 1 mm smoothly merging. 

• Misalignment shall not exceed 1 mm. 

• Undercut shall not exceed 0.5 mm. 

• Lack of penetration / fusion shall not be permitted. 

• Cracks shall not be permitted. 

• Burn through shall not be permitted. 

• Surface breaking porosity within the root pass shall not be permitted. 
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Remote Visual Inspection equipment such as videoprobe is a solution that allows visual inspection of 

inaccessible area of equipment. Conventionally, videoprobe provides visual of internal welding defect 

and allows evaluation qualitatively (including decolourization). With the latest development, videoprobe 

is featured with three-dimensional surfacing scanning capability, it is now possible to view a full 3D map 

or point cloud of the inspected weld surface. It allows measurement of the weld such as root profile, 

undercut,  mis-alignment and provides more precise information of the weld. With this capability, 

videoprobe can be used as a metrological tool for welding inspection. 

 

 

3. Videoprobe Measurement Technology Development 

 

For years, RVI Videoprobe development are focused on accessibility with smaller in probe diameter, 

longer in length, articulation and image quality with brighter illumination and CCD camera pixel 

resolution. Over time, the needs of inspection are getting more demanding. The interpretation of what 

was “seen” often depended on the inspector and experience. There is no objective way to quantify the 

defect observed.  In fact, the measurement of flaws and discrepancies is as important as their detection 

and identification. 

 

To have measurement capability, with only few millimeters in probe diameter, it was a challenge but 

several solutions nevertheless developed. In 1992, Welch-Allyn launched the first measurement 

technology “Shadow Measurement” on its VP2000 “Shadowprobe”. Shadow measurement (Fig. 1) relies 

on a shadow triangulation of tip-to-target distance. A shadow measurement tip projects a shadow line 

across an inspection image.  The position of the shadow in the image is related to the distance from the 

tip to the object. With this information, the shadow measurement software can accurately calculate the 

size of defects.  Shadow measurement accuracy depends on the distance from the videoprobe distal end 

to the object.  Image sharpness and contrast is less important.  The object plane must be perpendicular 

for some types of measurement and may be skewed for other types of measurements. 

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of a shawdow measurement and corresponding image 

 

In 2000, RVI equipment manufacturers came out a different method called Stereo Measurement (Fig. 2) 

based on the principle of Stereo vision. Using two prisms oriented in angles, the image captured by 

videoprobe camera is divided into left and right views. By knowing the angle separation and using 



specific algorithms, the videoprobe system performs triangulation geometry to obtain accurate 

measurements. The accuracy of stereo measurement systems depends on the separation distance 

between the prism, the sharpness and contrast of the image, and the distance from the videoprobe 

distal end and the object being measured.  Stereo measurement does not depend on perpendicularity 

between the object plane and the videoprobe distal end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Typical videoprobe stereo measurement. 

 

Both measurement techniques are performed on a two-dimensional image. There are certain 

measurements such as the perpendicular distance of two points on two planes cannot be obtained. The      

volumetric information, for example, the concave or convex of a surface profile cannot be easily 

identified.   

 

Aware of the limitations of Shadow and Stereo measurement methods, in 2010, GE Inspection 

Technologies launched the first 3D Videoprobe measurement system. It gives a new dimension of 

endoscopy measurement and more important, provides the needy demand from oil & gas Industry a 

solution for welding inspection to meet the high quality standard of oil & gas equipment for 

subsea/deep sea environment. 

 

 

4. Three Dimensional Phase Measurement Technology 

 

3D Phase Measurement is based on an existing optical metrology technique known as optical phase 

shifting. This generally involves sequentially projecting three or more structured light patterns onto a 

surface, capturing an image of each pattern on the surface and then processing the pattern images to 

produce a 3D map of the surface.  

 

In the body of 3D PM videoprobe tip adaptor, there are two lighting system, glass fibers for white light 

transmission for illuminating the area of interest and two miniature LED fringe projectors placed on both 

side of the CCD camera (Fig. 3). When the operator has identified the area where he want to make the 

measurement, he switches on the LED fringe projectors to project three phase shifted gray gradient 

patterns on the surface. The system captures the 3D data of the image and generates a point cloud of 

the surface profile. With these data, the operator can perform various type of measurement of length, 

multiple length, depth to plane, point to line and area.  
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Figure 3: Diagram of phase measurement in the videoprobe, and image of a 6mm-diameter 3D phase 

measurement tip. 

 

Accuracy depends on the distance from the distal end of the videoprobe to the object plane.  The object 

plane may be skewed without affecting accuracy.  3D Phase Measurement provides measurement 

accuracy of the order of +/- 3% much greater than that of other 2D measurement methods. 

 

More important, it is the first time that the internal surface condition can be viewed in a 3D Point Cloud 

which can be rotated, zoomed and viewed to provide further information on the shape of a defect and 

the location of the measurement cursors. With this 3D visualization, more design/process error, defect 

development and failure can be revealed.      

 

 

5. Videoprobe as a metrological tool for Pipeline welding inspection  

 

An important application of the new technology is the measurement of Pipeline welding. 3D Phase 

Measurement can quantify the weld features such as root penetration, undercut, mis-alignment (Hi-Lo) 

and provide a manipulation of weld root profile (Fig 4, Fig 5 and Fig 6). 

 

        

Figure 4: 3D scan and profile measurement of a weld bead (left) 

Figure 5: Cross-section profile view of the same weld bead; note the curvature (center) 

Figure 6: Point cloud view of the weld bead and the surrounding part (right) 



3D Phase Measurement is available for videoprobe with 6.1mm in diameter and 2m to 30m in length. It 

would be suitable for most of the pipeline inspection. Mechanical or air articulation of probe could help 

the positioning for optimized image scanning. Figure 7 shows a Videoprobe setup (with centering and 

indexing device) in operation for welding inspection in a riser fabrication shop. 

 

   Figure 7: 3D PM Videoprobe in operation 

 

 

Of course, there are some limitations of 3D Phase measurement. It is difficult to capture a 3D Phase 

measurement image if the surface is too shiny or reflective. The scanning distance from probe tip to 

surface cannot be more than 50mm to capture a large area.   Positioning accessories such as centering 

and indexing devices might be required to facilitate the image scanning.  

 

 

6. New Applications and Developments 

 

Video endoscopy with 3D image capture and measurement capability allows a resurgence of interests in 

many industries. For aircraft engine and power turbine inspection, 3D Phase measurement provide a 

precise measurement of tip clearance (tip to shroud), a critical parameter that the industry has been 

looking for years for a better monitoring solution. 

 

Video endoscopy metrology would be an analytical tool for corrosion measurement. 3D PM provides the 

depth of corrosion and its profile (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) that allows analysis of the formation and 

development. With a reliable measurement data, corrosion monitoring or control and prevention are 

feasible.   

 



         
 

Figure 8: Depth measurement of a corroded surface (left) 

Figure 9: 3D Point Cloud of the area of interest with color mapping (right) 

 

 

With its portability and easy operation, videoprobe with 3D PM can be an “in-situ” metrology tool for 

parts that could not be easily dissembled for measurement in laboratory. In some cases, the area of 

interest cannot be positioned for measurement with existing metrological devices. Bringing the 

videoprobe to the area of interest is a convenient and speedy solution. 

 

In future, it should be possible to compare the 3D images obtained with the CAD model of the parts. It 

would be a feedback to the part design or manufacturing process for improvement or for repair of the 

defective part. From here, many new applications would be feasible.  

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

3D Phase Measurement is a fundamentally different approach to defect measurement characterization 

and a significant breakthrough for video endoscopy technology.  Never before has 3D surface scanning 

of small internal spaces been possible.  The videoprobe system offers increased accuracy, increased 

productivity, measurement technique validation for the operator, and considerably more information 

about a welding profile and process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


